Mobile Workforce Solutions that Enable Performance

As your workforce begins to return to the road and sky, are they prepared for today’s connectivity challenges?

Key areas for enabling productivity on the go:

1. **Connected**
   - Make sure your employees are carrying the right multiport adapter to easily enable work in boardrooms, hotel rooms, temporary workspaces, and everywhere in between.
   - **IT PRO TIP**
     - Multiport adapters with DP Alt Mode deliver uncompressed video and are ready out of the box with no software or added drivers to install.

2. **Powered**
   - It’s crucial, especially when your users are on the go, to have the right charger and the right cable on hand to keep laptops, tablets, and smartphones powered and productivity enabled.
   - **IT PRO TIP**
     - Enclosures with support for NVMe (PCIe-based) drives can take full advantage of throughput available to USB 3.2 Gen 2.

3. **Organized & Protected**
   - A well-designed bag protects and organizes a laptop and essential mobile accessories like cables or a laptop privacy screen filter. Large files can be carried without compromising performance, using a high-speed NVMe drive enclosure.
   - **IT PRO TIP**
     - M.2 Enclosures up to 10Gbps nearly twice the capability of traditional SATA M.2 SSDs and hard drive enclosures.

Ensure your team can be productive on the go, with StarTech.com connectivity accessories that are reliable and simple to use.

www.startech.com/mobile-workforce-solutions